Received signal strength based device-free localization has attracted considerable attention in the research society over the past years to locate and track people who are not carrying any electronic device. Typically, the person is localized using a spatial model that relates the time domain signal strength measurements to the person's position. Alternatively, one could exploit spectral properties of the received signal strength which reflects the rate at which the wireless propagation medium is being altered, an opportunity that has not been exploited in the related literature. In this paper, the power spectral density of the signal strength measurements are related to the person's position and velocity to augment the particle filter based tracking algorithm with an additional measurement. The system performance is evaluated using simulations and validated using experimental data. Compared to a system relying solely on time domain measurements, the results suggest that the robustness to parameter changes is increased while the tracking accuracy is enhanced by 50% or more when 512 particles are used.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past years, dense wireless sensor network deployments have been exploited in novel sensing applications such as device-free localization (DFL) [1] and non-invasive breathing monitoring [2] , and used by residential monitoring [3] , ambient assisted living [4] and military [5] systems. The aforementioned narrowband systems use measurements of the radio to extract information about people in the surrounding environment and therefore, such networks are referred to as RF sensor networks [1] . These systems typically use the received signal strength (RSS) measurements of the radio in order to quantify changes in the propagation channel.
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DFL systems aim at localizing and tracking people in a monitored area using the RSS of low-cost and static transceivers. For this purpose, there are two model based approaches that are widely utilized: an imaging approach referred to as radio tomographic imaging (RTI) [6] , and a Bayesian inference approach which is typically solved using sequential Monte Carlo methods [7] . In both cases, the measured RSS is related to a person's kinematic state, i.e., position and velocity using a spatial RSS model. However, the time domain RSS measurements are only affected by instantaneous location of the person and therefore, the kinematic system is not expected to be completely observable. This in turn limits the performance of DFL systems. One solution to address this problem and to improve the accuracy of RSS-based DFL is to include measurements that are related to the person's velocity. In this paper, we show that the peak frequency component of RSS is a function of person's position and velocity.
A moving person alters excess path length of the reflected signal which causes destructive and constructive fading sequentially resulting that the RSS varies periodically [8] , [9] . This observation necessarily implies that the power spectral density (PSD) of the RSS has impulsive spikes at frequencies defined by the rate at which the propagation medium is being altered.
The frequency of the highest spike where the PSD achieves its maximum, which we refer to as frequency domain RSS measurement in this paper, is of particular interest since it is related to the person's position and velocity. We utilize this finding to estimate the person's kinematic state from the time and frequency domain RSS measurements. In addition to augmenting the tracking algorithm with the new measurement, the frequency domain RSS measurements are not as easily altered by noise, measurement equipment induced effects such as carrier and symbol synchronization, or electrical properties of the person. Thus, the benefits of using the frequency domain RSS measurements are two-fold.
In this paper, a particle filter is implemented to estimate kinematic state of a person from the time and frequency domain RSS measurements. The tracking performance of the filter is evaluated using simulations and the development efforts are validated with experimental data.
Compared to a system relying solely on time domain measurements, the results suggest that the robustness to parameter changes is increased while the tracking accuracy is enhanced by 50% or more when 512 particles are used.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the following section, the related work is discussed. In Section III, models for the time and frequency domain RSS measurements are presented and the particle filter used for tracking is introduced. In Section IV, the system performance is evaluated using simulations and in Section V, the development efforts are validated using experimental data. Requirements and possibilities of velocity estimation are discussed in Section VI and conclusions are drawn in VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In indoor environments, the RSS measurements are typically dictated by multipath propagation causing the RSS measurements to differ from the modeled and therefore, it has a negative impact on localization accuracy [10] . To address this problem, one can attempt to derive a more profound spatial model that accounts for uncertainties in the environment and propagation mechanisms.
Another possibility to improve the performance is to mitigate effects of the unknown factors by using special hardware features such as directional antennas [11] , channel diversity [12] or both [8] . A third possibility is to utilize robust measurement metrics for localization purposes and in this paper, the frequency domain RSS measurements are used. This metric is not as easily altered by noise, measurement equipment induced effects such as carrier and symbol synchronization, or electrical properties of the person. To date, the robustness of spectral estimation has been successfully used in RF sensor networks to monitor small breathing-induced changes in the propagation channel [2] , [13] , [14] .
In RSS-based DFL, the discrete-time constant velocity model [15, Ch. 6 ] is widely utilized to track the position and velocity of the person [16] , [17] , [8] . Other commonly used models to describe the target dynamics include the one-tap autoregressive Gaussian model where velocity is treated as noise [7] , and the jump-state Markov model which is suitable for describing the dynamics of a maneuvering object [18] . For tracking, the aforementioned works solely rely in the time domain RSS measurements and therefore, the kinematic system is not expected to be completely observable. In this work, we also use the discrete-time constant velocity model to describe the dynamics of the person. However, we incorporate the frequency domain measurements to the tracking algorithm to include measurements of the person's velocity.
In addition to the contributions listed above, we use the following features to maximize performance of the system in this paper. Directional antennas are used to limit the region where human-induced temporal fading is observed as in [11] , [8] . In addition, channel diversity is exploited to increase the probability that at least one of the frequency channels follows the spatial model [12] and to increase signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements. Furthermore, the three-state measurement model proposed in [8] is utilized so that both shadowing and reflection mechanism are accounted for.
III. METHODOLOGY

A. Preliminaries
A typical narrowband receiver samples and outputs the RSS every T s seconds, so that the measurement at time k on frequency channel c can be expressed aŝ
where P (c) is a communication system dependent gain, h(k; c) the channel gain andν r (k; c)
is zero-mean additive wideband noise. If the channel is stationary for the duration of interest, the statistical expectation E{r(k; c)} = P (c) + E{h(k; c)} of the measurements is equivalent to the time average. Under such conditions, the expected value reflects the site dependent and time-invariant channel characteristics. Thus, removing the mean yields a signal which does not depend on the underlying measurement setup and environment. Thereafter, time variations of the mean removed RSS, given bỹ
reflects the possible changes in the propagation channel.
In this paper, the channels are combined by averaging to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measurements. The mean-removed and combined RSS measurements are denoted as
where
. zero-mean additive wideband noise and C is the number of channels. It is to be noted that averaging may not be the best method to combine the channels. This is because the measurements can differ considerably among the channels when using omni-directional antennas [12] or when the person is far away from the LoS resulting that phase of the reflected signals are considerably different [9] . Averaging is justifiable for the development efforts of this paper because directional antennas are used and the person is tracked in the close vicinity of the LoS. In such scenarios, the RSS measurements are expected to correlate highly among each other on the different channels.
B. RSS in Time Domain
Kaltiokallio et. al have recently presented that the temporal RSS changes are caused by: i) electronic noise, when a person is not present in the monitored area; ii) reflection, when a person is moving in the close proximity of the LoS; iii) shadowing, when a person is obstructing the LoS [8] . Based on the findings, a three-state temporal RSS model was presented where g(k) in Eq. (3) is represented with respect to the state of the propagation medium as
T represents coordinates' of the person and s i state of the propagation channel.
In non-fading state, the propagation channel is stationary and ν r (k) dictates r(k) because a single realization of the fading process is observed. Since the mean is removed, we have g 1 (p) = 0. In reflection state, r(k) is dominated by single-bounce reflections and g 2 (p) is given
where φ r (k) is phase of the reflected signal and 0 < Ψ < 1 describes the relation between the LoS component and the reflected component. In shadowing state, shadowing dominates r(k) and g 3 (p) can be represented by a line integral traversing through the person along a straight line from TX to RX. If the person is modeled using an ellipse with uniform electrical properties, the total attenuation along the LoS is [19, Ch. 3 ]
where ρ is the attenuation factor, A and B are the semi-minor and semi-major axis of the ellipse, θ is rotation of the person with respect to the transceivers and a
For further details about the spatial models, the readers are referred to [8] where the models were originally derived. phenomenon is effective when the person moves in close vicinity but not on the LoS. In other cases, either the RSS is composed of random variations or it has a strong and almost constant decrease due to shadowing. Therefore, the frequency content of the RSS is informative only in reflection state, i.e., when
In the single-bounce reflection case, excess path length of the reflected signal ∆ r (t) determines the phase as φ r (t) = 2π∆ r (t)/λ where λ is wave length of the carrier frequency. Since the RSS of a single-bounce reflection is a periodic function, in [9] it has been shown that its trigonometric Fourier series representation is
in which a i (−Ψ) i /i andê = 10 log 10 (e), where e is the base of the natural logarithm; λ = f c /c 0 , where f c is the carrier frequency and c 0 is the speed of light in free space.
When the person moves with non-zero velocity at time t 0 , ∆ r (t) is a continuous function of time so that its Taylor series expansion around t 0 is given by
where superscript (i) denotes the order of differentiation. Consequently, for constant velocity movements we have
In case the second and higher order terms can be ignored, plugging Eq. (9) into Eq. (7) yields
The constant term ϕ i is the phase of the cosine functions and it has no impact on the amplitude spectrum of g(k) = g 2 (∆ r (t)). Consequently, the spectrum has peaks around i λ∆ r and locally the spectrum has the form of a Dirac-delta convolved with the spectrum of a i .
Since Ψ < 1, we have a 1 > a i for i = 2, 3, · · · . This implies that the peak of the frequency spectrum of g(k) is around the instantaneous frequency of the first cosine function in Eq. (10), that is
where excess path length of the reflected signal is defined as
and p r , p rx and p tx are coordinates of the reflection point, receiver and transmitter in corresponding order. When the transceivers are stationary, only the velocity of the reflector, v, effects
In Eq. (13) the chain rule of differentiation has been used to derive the equation from Eq. (12). Now, Eq. (13) can be compactly expressed as
in whichp rx andp tx have unity norm and the derivative only exists when p r = p rx and p r = p tx . Since a 1 = −Ψ has a very strong DC component, convolving its spectrum with the Dirac-delta function does not change the frequency of the peak. Therefore, the strongest frequency component of g(k) is a function of both velocity and position of the reflector, and it does not depend on Ψ. As a consequence, G(k) = G(kT s ) does not depend on the irregularities of the communication system, large scale losses of the environment, and electrical properties of the reflector.
2) Measuring the Propagation Channel's Change Rate: In order to quantify the propagation channel's change rate in Eq. (14) we use a sequence of {r(k)} N f k=1 to calculate the power spectral density (PSD) of the measurements, and find the frequency of its peak, i.e.,
where f is the frequency, T s is the sampling interval and N f is the number of samples. For the reasons discussed in the preceding section, now we have
where ν f (k) is zero-mean additive measurement noise.
The noise ν f (k) depends on the statistical properties of the frequency estimate. The intensity
, sampling rate, number of DFT points, higher order harmonics in Eq. (7), and higher order terms in Eq. (9). Thus, for signal-to-noise ratio values high enough not to cause thresholding effect [21] and when the higher order terms in Eq. (9) can be ignored, ν f (k) may be assumed independent of ν r (k). Furthermore, if the number of DFT points is high enough and under the aforementioned conditions, ν f (k) can be taken as a normal variate. Consequently, we assume that ν f (k) is a zero-mean Gaussian.
It is to be noted that since R(k) is evaluated over a time window of length N f , it measures the average rate of change over this time window. To model this appropriately, also G(k) = G(kT s )
has to be evaluated in the average position over time window N f . For constant velocity v, this
).
D. Localization and Tracking
In RSS-based DFL, we are interested in the location and trajectory of the person in an inertial frame of reference. This problem can be formulated using the widely utilized discrete-time constant velocity model [15, Ch. 6] which represents the evolution of state
where u is zero-mean i.i.d Gaussian process noise and
The objective of tracking is to estimate x(k) using the sequence of noisy measurements
where ν(k) is i.i.d measurement noise. We approximate ν(k) as zero-mean multivariate Gaussian,
i.e., ν(k) ∼ N 2 (0, Σ). In this case, the multivariate normal distribution with two degrees of freedom can be used to characterize the noise as
where Σ is the covariance matrix, |·| denotes the determinant and (·) T the transpose.
E. Application
In this work, we use a hidden Markov model (HMM) to estimate temporal state of the propagation channel as in [8] . The temporal state estimates are used to identify the time instances when the state changes from reflection to shadowing so that the tracking filter can be initialized when the person is in the close vicinity of the LoS. Correspondingly, the estimates are used to identify when the state changes from reflection to non-fading state so that tracking can be ended when the person is far away from the LoS. The pseudo-code of the overall application is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Application
At time k, use HMM to estimate link stateŝ(k)
if particle filter is initialized do ifŝ(k) = s 1 for all links do stop tracking else estimate kinematic statex k using Algorithm 2 elseifŝ(k) = s 3 for any link do initialize particle filter
We exploit a particle filter for tracking the evolution of state x(k). Particle filters are based on point mass representation of probability densities and they are especially suitable for nonlinear/non-Gaussian problems where optimal algorithms such as the Kalman filter fail [22] .
Moreover, they have been successfully used in DFL applications to track the movements of a person e.g. in [7] , [8] , [23] , [18] . The implemented particle filter is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Particle Filter if particle filter is initialized do
(1) Predict state x i (k) using Eq. (17) for particle i (2) Measure z(k) and calculate h i (k) using (4) and (11) (3) Update weight
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Simulation Description
Incorporating the frequency domain measurements in the tracking filter is evaluated in this section. For the purpose, the effect of measurement noiseν r (k; c) and target's heading θ = tan −1 (v y /v x ) is studied and the results are compared with respect to a system that does not utilize the frequency content of the measurements. In the simulations, the human target is moving . The object is tracked using one transmitter and two receivers as depicted in (15) is N f = 20. Parameters of the spatial models used in Eqs. (5) and (6) are the same as reported in [8] . When the particle filter is initialized, the target's speed is set tov = v ∼ U(0, 1) whereas the direction of movement toθ ∼ U(θ − ), where θ depicts the true heading.
B. Evaluation Metrics
The tracking accuracy is evaluated using mean absolute error (MAE) of the coordinate esti- where p x depicts the true x-coordinate,p x the estimate and K the total number of estimates. The MAE for the y-coordinate,ε y , is calculated correspondingly. In addition, we use the percentage of particles within the modeled human ellipse as an evaluation criterion. The ratio is defined as
where N i∈A (k) is the number of particles within area A spanned by the human ellipse model.
The ratio indicates whether the posterior density has converged to the correct one or not. If the particles have converged to the correct density, it is expected that majority of the particles are located inside the human ellipse.
C. Numerical Results
In Figs. 2a and 2b , example tracking performance of the system with and without the frequency domain measurements when the target's speed is v = 0.5 m/s and heading θ = 20
• . On average, the system that uses both the time and frequency content of the RSS achieves higher tracking accuracy and converges faster to the correct trajectory. However, the improvement in tracking accuracy diminishes when |θ| increases as shown in Fig. 2c and which we elaborate in the following.
The average variation ofε % with the direction of movement θ is shown in Fig. 2c . The result suggests that as |θ| increases, the impact of R(k) on tracking performance decreases. This can be well described by considering the scalar product in Eq. (16) . First note that the unity norm vector sum,p rx +p tx , is inward pointing normal vector of the Fresnel ellipse passing the point p r . Second, when the tracking is initialized, the person is close to the LoS so that this normal vector is approximately parallel to the semi-minor axis of the Fresnel ellipse for all considered θ values. This implies that the component of v perpendicular to the inward pointing normal increases with |θ|. Now, one can verify that due to the last observation, the second order term of the Taylor series expansion in Eq. (9) increases, causing larger and larger errors in the first order approximation. Therefore, the variance of R(k) also grows, which in turn diminishes the improvement due to inclusion of R(k).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experiment Description
The presented system is experimentally validated using one transmitter and two receivers deployed at the opposite walls of a corridor resembling the deployment illustrated in Fig. 1 . Overall, the system is tested in three different corridors each having different width, i.e., Fig. 3b and the frequency domain measurements in Fig. 3c . At time instant t = 131.5 s, the person is in the 6 th Fresnel zone and moving closer to the LoS. As shown in Fig. 3b , when the person approaches the LoS, they cause destructive and constructive fading sequentially as excess path length of the reflected signal changes. For example, at t ≈ 132.5 s there is a constructive maxima and at this time instant, ∆ = 2λ (third cross from the left in Fig. 3a) . Thus, the singlebounce reflection model captures the RSS variations accurately with respect to the person's position.
As shown in Fig. 3c , also the modeled and measured frequency domain measurements correspond closely to each other. The true velocity of the person is modeled constant in the experiments resulting that the modeled frequency decays smoothly as the person approaches the LoS. Interestingly, the measured frequency varies around the modeled because it captures the small accelerations and deceleration of the movement. When a person walks, the velocity is not constant. Rather, it fluctuates around a certain mean with small variation around it as the person is walking. Moreover, it is to be noted that the rate of change decreases as the person moves closer to the LoS because it requires a larger spatial change of the person in 
C. Tracking Results
In Table I , tracking accuracy of the system with and without the frequency domain measurements is given when the initial speed is initialized tov ∼ U(0, 2) and the heading tǒ
). The accuracy of the system is approximately the same in the different experiments; only y increases slightly with both systems due to the longer LoS distance which increases uncertainty of the y-coordinate. As shown in the table, the performance is enhanced by 58% or more when the measurement model is augmented with the frequency domain measurements. Performance of the system that does not use the frequency domain measurements can be improved by increasing the number of used particles. Using 2048 particles, % = [63.77% 68.66% 64.75%] for Experiment 1, 2 and 3 in corresponding order.
In Fig. 4 , the tracking performance in Experiment 2 is illustrated as a function of particle number and with two different initial distributions for velocity. In the first initial distribution, speed is initialized tov ∼ U(0, 1) and the heading toθ ∼ U(θ − π 8
, θ + π 8
In the second, uncertainty in the initial velocity estimate is increased an speed is initialized tov ∼ U(0, 2)
). The initial distribution of velocity has a considerably smaller effect on the system performance when the tracking algorithm is augmented with the frequency domain measurements. In fact, results using the two different initial distributions nearly coincide one another in this case. On the other hand, the initial distribution has a significant effect on the system performance when the system is solely relying on the time domain RSS measurements − especially, when the number of particles is low. Without R(k), the filter requires a large amount of particles to account for uncertainty in the initial estimate. This uncertainty can be considerably decreased when the propagation channel's change rate is estimated.
An additional receiver is deployed to the network in between the two receivers shown in Fig. 1 and Experiment 2 is repeated. Using the three receivers, the tracking performance is illustrated in Fig. 5 as a function of particle number. It is not surprising that the tracking accuracy is improved with both systems because the density of the network is increased and there are more measurements available for tracking. Comparing figures 4c and 5, one can observe that the results without the frequency domain measurements are enhanced more. However, using R(k) the system achieves nearly perfect accuracy when N ≥ 256 and there is no room for improvement.
The results imply that systems that do not use the frequency domain measurements are more reliant on dense deployments, whereas systems using the frequency content of the measurements can also function in sparse deployments. This is especially desirable to decrease overall cost of RSS-based DFL systems.
In this paper, a standard laptop equipped with a 2.67 GHz Intel Core i7-M620 processor and ∆ r (k) in Eq. (13) . All of these operations can be calculated efficiently and therefore, the computational demand only increases slightly when the frequency domain measurements are plugged into the tracking algorithm.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper, using the frequency domain measurements for tracking is demonstrated using directional antennas. For comparison, RSS measurements on 16 different frequency channels using omni-directional antennas are shown in Fig. 6 for the deployment scenario of Experiment 2. In more cluttered environments and with omni-directional antennas, the time domain measurements tend to deviate from the modeled because of multipath propagation. Despite the fact that some of the frequency channels do not correspond the modeled RSS as shown in we anticipate that exploiting the frequency domain measurements is especially beneficial when using omni-directional antennas and in environments where RSS-based DFL is difficult, i.e., in through-wall scenarios and in cluttered indoor environments. We will explore this possibility in future research.
Using frequency domain measurements for tracking sets stringent requirements on sampling frequency of the wireless channel. In this paper, we have demonstrated tracking when a person is moving at a speed of 0.5 m/s and shown that with such a speed, the propagation channel's change rate is approximately 6 Hz or below. Thus, the channel should be sampled at 12 Hz or above to satisfy the Nyquist rate. This sampling frequency is hard to accomplish in mesh networks where all transceivers are communicating with one another. Moreover, exploiting channel diversity makes the task even more challenging since it increases the sampling rate with respect to the number of used channels. There are three options one can investigate to overcome this limitation.
First and most importantly, the experiments are conducted with hardware that is designed for low-rate and low-power communications. Using customized or alternative technologies such as Bluetooth could be beneficial for RSS-based DFL since the propagation medium could be sampled at a higher rate and frequency hopping would be part of the protocol implementation.
Second, the communication schedule could be designed adaptive based on the location of the person. In this case, only links that traverse near by the person's location would participate in the localization effort. Third, compressed sensing could be used to reconstruct the signal of interest from undersampled RSS measurements.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, frequency content of the RSS measurements is shown to contain information about a person's velocity. A closed form expression that relates the frequency content of the RSS measurements to the person's position and velocity is derived. The system model is augmented with the additional measurement and a particle filter is implemented to track movements of a person. Simulations are used to evaluate the system performance and experiments are conducted to validate the development efforts. The results suggest that the tracking accuracy is improved while the system's robustness to parameter changes is increased when the frequency domain measurements are plugged into the tracking algorithm. As discussed in the paper, the frequency domain measurements are a robust measurement metric for localization purposes and we anticipate that using them is especially beneficial with systems relying on omni-directional antennas and in environments where RSS-based DFL is difficult, i.e., in through-wall scenarios and in cluttered indoor environments.
